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The single solution for all your adaptive care monitoring needs

Standalone module monitoring with 19" touchscreen.
Compact transport monitoring.
Wireless mobile monitoring.
Plug and play Multi-parameter module.
Companion monitoring with the BeneView bedside monitor.
Complete flexibility to adapt to changing patient and care needs.

The TDS handle combines the flexibility of a handle and a BeneView 
module rack together.  The plug and play EtCO2 and PiCCO2 extension 
modules function with T1 during transport

TDS handle/module rack

BeneView T1 is a Multi-parameter module and transport monitor 
combined. It links directly with BeneView host monitors and has an integral 
5" touchscreen, up to 5 hours battery run-time and optional built-in WiFi.

BeneView T1 MPM module/transport monitor

The TDS docking station provides quick connection as well as 
communication extension for BeneView T1 alone or with the TDS handle

TDS Docking Station 

The TDS Docking Station connects with any host BeneView monitor in 
companion mode. The patient is monitored on both devices 
simultaneously.  Simply undock the TDS handle or T1 whenever patient 
transfer is required

BeneView companion mode

The TDS handle is compatible with BeneVIew sidestream, mainstream and 
Microstream EtCO2 modules as well as the PiCCO module. Plug and play 
extension modules quickly adapt monitoring capability and flexibility 
whenever and wherever required. 

BeneView plug-in modules

The 19" touchscreen connects with the TDS Docking Station and provides 
the same intuitive BeneView user interface 

TDS external touchscreen 
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Share patient data between the ambulance and the 
hospital for earlier diagnosis 

Ambulance
Monitors the patient from admission through 
transport to the next point of care

Emergency room

Accompanies the patient at every step with compact 
and comprehensive monitoring including EtCO2 and 
PiCCO

Patient transport
Quickly docks with BeneView anaesthesia monitoring 
workstation

Peri-operative care areas

Compliments high-acuity monitoring with companion 
views and close control

Intensive care unit
Seamless information from the first point of care 
with 120 hour trends and events memory

Intermediate care areas

BeneView TDS can be used throughout many points of care, from the ambulance and emergency room, through peri-operative areas, intensive care and intermediate care units to the general ward.  TDS 
is small and compact yet powerful enough to follow your patient continuously and seamlessly anywhere and anytime. Together with BeneVIew host monitors, it helps to streamline your workflow, 
enhancing patient safety and optimising your resources.  Caregivers can focus on their patients at every step of the care process, both in and outside the hospital.

Adaptive care everywhere
Seamless information workflow across the entire care cycle
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Synchronises patient data and settings wirelessly 
with HyperVisor Central Station

Point of Care
Flexible mounting removes the need to carry the 
monitor

Ambulatory Patients

Automatically switches between wired and 
wireless connection

Seamless Data
Queues historic monitoring data and uploads to 
the HyperVisor Central Station when connection is 
resumed

Constant Monitoring

The BeneView T1 together with its specially designed handle is extremely compact and lightweight, making it easy to transport with the patient. Its auto-switchable wireless and wired network 
connects seamlessly with HyperVisor Central Stations and CMS remote viewer systems. Patient data is centrally managed and remotely accessible across the whole IT infrastructure.  Flexible 
mounting options remove the need to carry the monitor during transport, allowing the caregiver to concentrate on the patient.

Adaptive care on the go

Continuous patient monitoring anywhere and everywhere
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